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ABSTRACT

This thesis looks at the life and practice of photographer Lionel Wendt (1900-1944). Wendt had a
brief but prolific career as a photographer in the 1930s in the island then known as Ceylon, today
known as Sri Lanka. His practice corresponds to a time in which the idea of what it meant to be
from, and of, the nation of Ceylon was called into question as the island moved closer to
independence from British rule. I situate my approach to Wendt’s photographs through this new
imagining, and aim to bring his practice in conversation with the island’s social history from the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century. My approach begins with Wendt’s role as leader of a
forming avant-garde in Ceylon and how his practice as a photographer arose out of his interest in
global modernist discourses and modes of cultural production in Ceylon. I also look to how
Wendt’s photographs circulated, and the context and conditions of production that surround his
photographs. Finally, I bring Wendt’s “Surrealist” aesthetic into question and expand on this
categorization to account for his engagement with the Surrealist movement through discourse, in
addition to his formal and aesthetic engagement. Rather than understand Wendt through a
recognizable aesthetic and style, I seek to unpack the social aesthetics of his work. That is, how do
Wendt’s photographs speak to the social, political and cultural conditions in which they were
produced. The difficulty in bringing new readings to Wendt’s work arises from the limited access
to his photographs, which are dispersed across private collections, out-of-print publications, and
journals located in the depths of the archive. My access to this archive is also limited, but I do not
seek to provide a comprehensive overview or understanding of his work. Instead, I use the social
history surrounding Wendt’s practice to demonstrate how his photographs resist a singular
meaning and can thus be subjected to multiple readings. These readings coexist and conflict with

one another, which is itself an expression and reflection of their modernity and the conditions of
their production.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early twentieth century, a circle of artists emerged in the island of Ceylon preoccupied with
the modern condition and a modern Ceylonese identity. Of this circle, the photographer Lionel
Wendt (1900-1944) was its leader, patron and strongest advocate. The period also corresponds to
a time in which both British imperialism was at its height, and anti-colonial resistance within the
island and the subcontinent began gaining new ground. Wendt’s practice in the 1920s and 1930s
is embedded within this moment of shifting political, social and cultural alliances that sought new
strategies for defining the nation as it moved closer towards independence. Though Wendt died
before independence was achieved in 1948, his photographs of Ceylonese subjects, landscapes,
and culture form part of the core of artistic production that sought to challenge imperial rule by
tapping into the values of a Ceylon that had become marginalized under Western domination.
Wendt’s legacy is situated within this history of production, which, as a result, distracts from the
ways in which Wendt was entangled with Empire himself. My interest in Wendt lies in this
positioning in between Empire and nation.

The nation of Ceylon is a historical term for the present-day nation Sri Lanka. Located in the South
Asian subcontinent off the southern tip of India, the country has a long history of colonial
occupation beginning with the arrival of the Portuguese in 1505, followed by the Dutch in 1656.
Prior to its occupation, the island was divided into various kingdoms that fell to war with
colonizing powers. By the end of the eighteenth century, each kingdom had fallen to European
rule except for the central kingdom of Kandy. Eventually the British took interest in the island as
they expanded their presence in South Asia, and began acquiring the Dutch territories by 1796. In
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1815, the British took over the entire island, including Kandy, and by 1833 they had implemented
a centralized system of government that ruled the island until independence in 1948. 1

“Ceylon” is one of many historical terms for the island. It is the same island of Lanka that appears
in the ancient epic the Ramayana, the Taprobane of the Greeks and Romans, and the Serendib of
Arab merchants. Ceylon is its British name, derived from the Portuguese name for the island
“Ceylao.” The name lasted into the post-independence period until a new constitution changed the
name to Sri Lanka (meaning “resplendent land”) in 1972. As new scholarship on Lionel Wendt
developed in the 1990s and early 2000s, he was seen as part of a legacy of “Sri Lankan” modern
artists with a Sri Lankan outlook and identity. I will use the term Ceylon exclusively to refer to the
historical period in which Wendt was practicing, and its corresponding identities and allegiances.
The Ceylonese nation and Sri Lankan nation are arguably one in the same in terms of geography,
culture, and heritage, but the Sri Lankan nation as it is known and exists today had not yet been
imagined in the early twentieth century. Similarly, though Wendt can be understood as both a
Ceylonese and Sri Lankan artist, the distinction between the two is important. Historically, Wendt
belongs to a moment when the definition of what it meant to Ceylonese was under revision,
particularly as the island moved towards independence. The imagining of independence in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century marks an historical shift geared towards the return to
indigenous rule, not in the form of the kingdoms of ancient Ceylon, but a modern nation-state. My
project seeks to locate Wendt not only geographically as part of the island’s history and heritage,
but within this specific historical moment and imagination.

1

Given that the majority of the island was ruled by a colonial power, the British implementation of a centralized
state in 1815 replaced a largely European political and structural framework, rather than an indigenous one. See
John D. Rogers, “Early British Rule and Social Classification in Lanka,” Modern Asian Studies 38, no. 3 (2004):
625–47.
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Wendt’s photographs have seen increasing attention within the international circuit of museums,
galleries, and auction houses, yet scholarship on them remains scarce. Wendt also presents
numerous difficulties in generating new scholarship. He died unexpectedly at the age of 44,
capping his career as a photographer to a little over a decade. His death prompted a colleague to
destroy all his negatives, claiming this was the standard practice amongst photographers. In the
1990s, a hoard of Wendt’s original prints (rumored to have been in the thousands) were discovered
in the depths of a warehouse, some signed, but many of the prints only attributed to Wendt through
the style, subject and aesthetic. In the spirit of finders keepers, the discoverer took ownership of
the entire collection and never catalogued the prints, and the photographs gradually found their
way into private collections through undocumented sales or sheer luck of the draw.2 The 1950
publication Lionel Wendt’s Ceylon and the 2000 publication Lionel Wendt: A Centennial Tribute
are the two singular records of his work in the public realm, but these books are out-of-print and
have become cherished collector’s items. They also do not speak to the thousands of images
unaccounted for in journals, private collections, or lost in entirety. I am greatly indebted to the
work of Manel Fonseka, whose series of writings on Wendt offer an authoritative account of
Wendt’s life and practice. Her work references numerous archival materials inaccessible to the
public, period writings and journals lost to the depths of the archive, and images located in private
collections. I expand on the foundation established by Fonseka to bring Wendt’s biography into
conversation with scholarship on the social history of early twentieth century Ceylon and studies

2

There are many versions of how Wendt’s prints were rediscovered in the 1990s and how they found their way into
private collections, galleries, museums, and auction houses. My account comes from interviews with private
collectors whose collection of Lionel Wendt photographs came from this warehouse discovery. The warehouse in
question was that of estate and insurance agency Carson Cumberbatch, where Wendt once housed a photography
studio.
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of modernism, cosmopolitanism, post-colonialism, and comparative modernities. Section 1 begins
with this endeavor, and sets up a theoretical framework for understanding Wendt’s practice as it
relates to modernist movements in the visual arts, but also as it relates to modernist approaches to
literature, music and criticism. I pair elements of his biography with ideas and ideologies
circulating between East and West that inform Wendt’s role as artist, musician, patron, critic and
advocate.

Section 2 draws from a selection of Wendt’s images to discuss different sets of representational
strategies for capturing a modern Ceylon. Photography in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century played a key role in shaping perceptions of the island’s culture, landscape and tradition to
local and global audiences. In looking to the wider archive of visual culture that coexisted and
circulated alongside Wendt’s photographs, I seek to understand the significance of Wendt’s
departure from conventions of representation, or in some cases, his participation within them. The
section relies on reading Wendt’s images through the lens of Ceylon’s social history, such as the
emergence of new identity politics, colonial frameworks of power, and shifting political and
cultural alliances within the island.

The final section serves as a case study of Wendt’s recognizable aesthetic and visual vocabulary,
specifically what is understood to be his Surrealist aesthetic. Though the Surrealist movement is
largely discussed through a Eurocentric narrative and framework, the movement had iterations
across the globe such as in the Caribbean, Latin America, Egypt, and, as I will show, Ceylon. I
examine the ways in which Wendt translates and ruptures from global practices of Surrealism to
understand how his engagement with the movement relates to his specific location in Ceylon. I
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expand on the historical associations and conventions of representation discussed in Section 2 to
examine how we define and understand Wendt’s engagement with Surrealism and his “Surrealist”
aesthetic.

SECTION 1: MODERNIST SENSIBILITIES

I begin my approach to Wendt using the theoretical and methodological framework set up by Sonal
Khullar in her book Worldly Affiliations: Artistic Practice, National Identity, and Modernism in
India, 1930-1990. The book embarks on a two-part project: one, understanding the emergence of
modernism in India and how this history asserts itself in contemporary artistic production; and
two, challenging the Eurocentric narrative of modernism and the tendency to think of non-Western
modernism through binaries such as center and periphery, or origin and derivation. Her work is a
helpful starting point for understanding Wendt’s engagement with modernism in Ceylon for the
ways in which she intersects histories of power, nationalism, and colonialism with the history and
exchange of ideas circulating between East and West. Drawing from key scholars of post-colonial
theory, comparative modernities, and cosmopolitanism, Khullar situates modernism in South Asia
as part of a global phenomenon of modernity, rather than as part of a set of “disparate modernisms”
within “differential modernities.” 3

3

Khullar, Worldly Affiliations, 15. Khullar’s theoretical framework draws from a wide tradition of post-colonial
theory and visual studies, including Geeta Kapur, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Walter Benjamin, Edward Said, and Gayatri
Spivak.
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Scholarship on Wendt tends to focus on his liminal position in between East and West—for
example, he is a native of Ceylon, but also part of a European upbringing; he is attuned to
Ceylonese culture while also heavily influenced by European culture; his photographs document
a modern Ceylon, but through photographic technologies and artistic languages borrowed from
Europe, and so on. This positioning in between East and West gives way to a tendency to talk of
his work as an exceptional outcome for an artist restricted to working in Ceylon, rather than as an
exemplar of the modernism taking shape in Ceylon in the early twentieth century. 4

Khullar’s term “worldly affiliations” helps depart from the East/West binary and makes the case
for a global modernism that speaks to a belonging to the world, rather than to a nation or
geographic boundary. The term combines Edward Said’s notion of affiliation—a process of
engagement with the world through political, economic and aesthetic solidarities rather than a
solidarity forged through an inherited identity—with Gayatri Spivak’s notion “the worldling of a
world” in which the world is produced by the imagination. The concept seeks to frame the role of
the image in the world as well as the image as a world. That is to say, what are the processes by
which “the world is made visible in the image and the image becomes a world, invoking a world
of other images”?5

4

The tendency to talk of Wendt’s work as an exceptional result of his location in a marginalized region impacts how
his photographs circulate today. For the most part, his original photographs remain in private collections or in the
collections of international institutions. There is no public collection of his photographs in Sri Lanka and exposure
to his work is restricted to out-of-print publications. Much could be said of how the discourse that seeks to
incorporate Wendt into the global canon of art history (one that remains Eurocentric) strips him from his historical
location. As a result, there is more initiative to introduce Wendt into an international market of circulation rather
than increase access to his work within the country.
5
Khullar, Worldly Affiliations, 23.
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To better illustrate this concept, consider Khullar’s analysis of Wendt’s image Still Life with Mask
and Statue (Figure 1). The image contrasts a bodhisattva head resting against a draped, printed
textile with a statue of a Neoclassical male nude, the two separated by a marble pillar. Khullar
argues that Wendt’s image allegorizes a relationship between East and West by using idioms of
each civilization that speak to the worldliness of the modernist project:

The terms regional, alternative, vernacular, and non-Western do not adequately
describe Wendt’s modernist style and sensibility, which are as much a product of
Aestheticism, Neoclassicism, Surrealism, and the ideology of the Bloomsbury
group as of the society and politics of his native Sri Lanka. Such terms provincialize
the cosmopolitanism of his endeavor, failing to recognize its claims to global
citizenship and international community. They overstate his difference from
Western art and understate his identification with world culture. They obscure his
participation in a network of cultural practitioners. They reinforce a hierarchical
relationship between the central and regional, normative and alternative, dominant
and vernacular, and western and non-Western.6

Khullar’s reading speaks to how Wendt’s images function in the world they belong to, that is their
historical specificity in a modern Ceylon undergoing significant social, political and economic
change as well as a world undergoing the changing conditions of a global modernity. His images
also function as signifiers to a world of images and visual languages (Aestheticism, Surrealism,
Neoclassicism, for example) that surface in his aesthetic, but that also speak to a global

6

Ibid., 16.
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engagement with modernity through visual culture. Modernity is the guiding principle that bridges
and erases the binary, and argues for an understanding of Wendt’s modernist style and sensibility
as one that embodies a modern consciousness rather than a simple cut and paste aesthetic of
modernist movements.

To better understand Wendt’s modernist style and sensibility, I turn to his engagement with
modern movements across multiple forms, namely music, literature and visual culture. At a young
age, Wendt developed a name for himself through his talents as a pianist. When he left for London
in 1919 to train as a barrister at Inner Temple, he also studied music at the Royal Academy of
Music under Oscar Beringer. Though he set up his own law practice when he returned to Ceylon
in 1924, he focused increasingly on a career as a concert pianist and piano teacher. He premiered
modern composers to Ceylon audiences, such as Debussy, Ravel, Poulenc, Albeniz, Granados and
Falla, and experimented with staging unconventional performances in Colombo, such as twoperson and three-person piano recitals.7

Amongst his circle of friends, Wendt’s passion for English, American and French literature was
well-known. His favorites, according to his contemporaries, included the late Romantics such as
Swinburne and Christina Rosetti, and modern avant-garde writers such as Proust, Arnold Bennett,
James Joyce, T.S. Elliot and Oscar Wilde. 8 The Chilean poet Pablo Neruda became friends with
Wendt during the time he spent in Colombo from 1929-1930 as Chilean Consul, and recalls
Wendt’s love for books in his memoirs. Though Neruda lived in the outskirts of the city, Wendt

7

Manel Fonseka, “Lionel Wendt and Sri Lankan Modernism,” in Modern Artists III: The Gaze of Modernity:
Photographs by Lionel Wendt (Fukuoka, Japan: Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, 2003), 11.
8
Ibid., 10.
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“got into the extravagant and generous habit” of sending a cyclist with the newest literature arrivals
from England to his home each week. 9 Wendt’s range of interest was vast, but his particular
attention to modern movements in literature reflects a wider conversation amongst his
contemporaries in Ceylon about the changing role of poetry and prose in response to the rapid
societal transformations associated with modernity. For example, in the 1930s, friend to Lionel
Wendt, L.C. van Geyzel, wrote a series of essays on modern English poetry, in which he discusses
the disillusionment with modernity among writers of the younger generation, such as T.S. Eliot,
W.B. Yeats and James Auden, and the role of art in a changing modern world. He writes,

There are those who say that as there is so much beauty in the world, why should
there be all this talk of disillusion. To this I would reply first that successful art
does not consist in dwelling on that which is commonly thought beautiful, but
simply in giving an adequate form to whatever it is one has to say; and second,
that disillusion is a permanent human state and the necessary basis of all art…Art
is merely one way of probing reality, and the true artist is the man who exposes
himself to experience without reserve. Art, we would do well to realize, has no
necessary connection with pleasure. 10

Van Geyzel finds artistic value in challenging that which is conventionally thought to be beautiful.
He argues for a definition of beauty that taps into the human condition, even if it is a condition of
disenchantment and disillusionment. It is striking to note the similar sentiment expressed by Wendt
on the role of photography as an artistic form and a tool for probing reality:

9

Pablo Neruda, Memoirs (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1977), 93.
L.C. Van Geyzel, “Modern English Poetry - A Short Study II,” Kesari People’s Weekly, May 15, 1942.
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9

They come like a cool clean shower on a sultry day…Someone has seen something,
observed it, been excited by it, made to feel something by it, desired to fix that
feeling for himself and communicate it to others - and the result is the
photograph…That is why some of them disturb you, and perhaps revolt you. But
don’t let the fact that you dislike the thing expressed blind you to the fact of the
perfection of the expression. Please remember that the creator of the photograph
may himself have been revolted. He may have meant to convey just that revolt. Art
is not concerned with prettiness only. 11

Wendt echoes Van Geyzel’s conditions for art that it forgoes superficial beauty for the sake of
communicating a feeling that speaks to the human condition. His words compel us to think beyond
Wendt as a celebrated aesthete and understand his photographs for more than their documentary
and aesthetic value. Each captured photograph is the result of a deliberate, sentient action that
communicates feeling. Though we cannot make assumptions about what these feelings were
without Wendt’s say in the matter, Wendt’s acknowledgement of these feelings puts his
photographic practice in dialogue with Eliot, Yeats and Auden, and bridges the aims of the literary
and visual avant-garde during this period.

In the realm of the visual arts, the discipline of art history and art education in Ceylon underwent
key changes during the early twentieth century, which, in turn, impacted the aesthetic economy
and the formation of an artistic avant-garde. It is important to understand the formation of the

11

Manel Fonseka, “Rediscovering Lionel Wendt,” in Lionel Wendt Photographs (Colombo, Sri Lanka: The Lionel
Wendt Memorial Fund, 1994), 12.
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discipline to understand the formation of Wendt’s practice. First I note the relation of the art
historical discipline to that of archaeology, which emerged in the mid-nineteenth century as a result
of increasing interest from the British in the preservation of ancient archaeological sites in South
Asia. These interests surfaced through the formation of archaeological societies, surveys, and
publications, but also as part of a larger idea circulating in the West that linked the preservation of
cultural heritage to an enlightened form of government. 12 In Ceylon, the sites of archaeological
interest were the ancient capitals of Anuradhapura (437 C.E. to 993 C.E.) and Polonnaruwa (10th13th centuries), which saw increased preservation efforts in the 1880s that uncovered ruins of
palaces, tanks, and temples and wall paintings.

The discipline of archaeology emerged as a product of colonial rule and colonial historiography,
which glorified the far distant past, and, in turn, characterized the more recent present as a period
of decay. Such a characterization stripped contemporary artistic production, such as temple
painting and arts and crafts traditions, of their legitimacy and value. As historian Senake
Bandaranayake, among others, notes, the lack of legitimacy afforded to the present went hand-inhand with the rationale for colonial rule, in which the British were needed to bring renewal, growth
and regeneration to the colonies. 13

Prominent art historian Ananda K. Coomaraswamy (1877-1947) challenged this rationale in his
1908 publication Medieval Sinhalese Art, in which he uses an empirical study of arts and crafts

12

See Anne Blackburn, “Early Preservation Efforts in Sri Lanka: William H. Gregory at Anuradhapura and Kandy,”
in Towards World Heritage: International Origins of the Preservation Movement 1870-1930, ed. Melanie Hall
(New York: Routledge, 2016), 63-90.
13
Senake Bandaranayake, “Ananda Coomaraswamy and Approaches to the Study of Traditional Sri Lankan Art and
Society,” in P.E.P. Deraniyagala Commemoration Volume (Colombo, Sri Lanka: Lake House Investments, 1980),
72.
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traditions from the Late Historical Period in Ceylon (13 th-19th centuries) as a critique of colonial
rule.14 The project is part empirical study and part philosophical treatise in which he argues that
the British takeover of Kandy in 1815 had been “fatal” to the arts in Ceylon. Influenced by William
Morris of the Arts and Crafts Movement, Coomaraswamy’s use of the term “medieval” refers to
the work produced by craftsmen under the conditions of a feudalistic, medieval society, “not unlike
that of Early Medieval Europe.” 15 He idealizes such conditions in comparison to the current
conditions of society under the influence of Western rule, industrialization, and capitalism, which
gutted state-sponsored craftsmanship and made craftsmen “tenders of the machine.” 16 Though he
acknowledges the sites of oppression embedded within the feudal conditions that existed in the
Kandyan Kingdom prior to British rule, especially one ruled beneath the umbrella of caste, he
finds these conditions favorable to the current predicament. He writes,

…even in times of greatest violence and oppression, the craftsman was not
oppressed by uncertainty or anxiety to be at all compared with that of the modern
artisan who lives from hand to mouth, dependent for work on fluctuations of trade
which again are the inevitable result of that commercial war and gamble that we
call ‘competitive production. 17

14

Coomaraswamy was born in Ceylon, but was raised and studied in Europe where he trained as a geologist. When
he returned to Ceylon in 1903 to work as a Principle Mineral Surveyor, he conducted an extensive study of the
indigenous arts and crafts traditions in the island, including architecture, woodwork, stonework, metalwork, lacwork, earthenware, weaving, embroidery, mat weaving and dyeing, and painting and sculpture.
15
Ananda K Coomaraswamy, Medieval Sinhalese Art (New York: Pantheon Books, 1956), v.
16
Ibid., vii.
17
Coomaraswamy quoted in Bandaranayake, “Ananda Coomaraswamy and Approaches to the Study of Traditional
Sri Lankan Art and Society,” 78.
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Medieval Sinhalese Art soon became an authority on arts and crafts traditions in Ceylon and part
of a larger conversation within the visual arts that looked to the past as a way of revitalizing the
present. This idea developed further in the realm of the fine arts under the leadership of AngloPolish painter Charles Freegrove Winzer. Winzer arrived in Ceylon in 1920 to serve as the British
Chief Inspector of Art in the Education Department. He transformed art education in the British
schools against the academicism of the colonial art schools, such as the Ceylon Society of Arts
(CSA), which sought to emulate painting traditions of the Royal Academy of Art as a means of
inventing a new pictorial tradition in Ceylon. 18 Winzer instead advocated for the study of sites
such as Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa so that contemporary artists could adapt those artistic
traditions to changing modern conditions, materials and public demands of artistic production. In
1922, he founded the Ceylon Art Club and recruited artists whose work had been rejected by
colonial art schools such as the CSA, and encouraged members to look to Post-Impressionists,
Cubists and Surrealists as well as India’s Bengal and Santiniketan schools for inspiration. 19

Winzer’s Art Club soon cultivated a cosmopolitan circle of artists that actively engaged with
practices and ideas circulating in between East and West. Painter and childhood friend to Wendt,
George Keyt (1901-1993), received copies of Cahiers d’Art from a relative in England in which

18

The Ceylon Society of Arts (CSA) was a state-sponsored arts organization modeled on the Royal Academy of Art.
Under British rule in Ceylon, a group of wealthy, educated, English-speaking individuals in Colombo cultivated a
predilection for all things European, particularly art. In the 1880s, they started the amateur Portfolio Sketch Club in
which members circulated sketches amongst themselves. By 1891, the group evolved into the state-sponsored CSA.
As the first institution of its kind in Ceylon, the CSA sought to create a new artistic tradition in the country through a
recognizably Western pictorial language. They aspired to emulate the style of Victorian studio painting, then the
standard of the Royal Academy of Art. The CSA signified an important moment in the country’s artistic
infrastructure and development. It sought to bring art in Ceylon closer to the ideals of Europe, but by the late
nineteenth century, the European academy was already in decline. Though the model of the regulated and
disciplined art institution prevailed in Europe for centuries, rapid changes associated with urbanization and
industrialization led to a new pictorial language of incipient modernism. As a result, the CSA also did not last long
as a symbol of modernity and instead was increasingly seen as being anti-modern.
19
Under the leadership of Lionel Wendt, the artists of the Ceylon Art Club would later found ’43 Group, the
country’s first professional artists’ collective.
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he could see the works of Picasso and Matisse, among others. Keyt never traveled to Europe, but
did spend time in India where he met and began a friendship with Indian writer and intellectual
Mulk Raj Anand, and studied the temples of Southern India. Painter Harry Pieris (1904-1988)
studied portraiture at the Royal College of Art from 1923-1927 and spent six years living and
working in Paris beginning in 1929 where he met with Matisse. Pieris also taught at the
Santiniketan school between 1935 and 1937. Painter Justin Daraniyagala (1903-1967) studied at
the London Slade School from 1926-1927 and the Académie Julian in Paris in 1928. And when
Wendt returned to Ceylon in 1924 from his studies in London, he brought with him books and
magazines on art and prints of Impressionist, Cubist and Fauvist paintings largely unknown in
Ceylon at the time outside these artistic circles.20 He subscribed to journals such as Studio, Cahiers
d’Art, Minotaur, and transition, as well as the photography journals Photographie, Photograms,
and U.S. Camera Work.21 The influx of modernist ideas and works through print was important
given that Ceylon did not have a public collection of art until the establishment of its first gallery
in 1932.22

Wendt’s return to Ceylon also marked the beginnings of his role as leader and organizer of the
avant-garde. He collected paintings by young modern artists, sponsored exhibitions, and grew
fearless in his critique of the art supported and sponsored by the British colonial state. In 1930, for
example, the British Governor and the Ceylon Society of Arts organized an exhibition of paintings
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loaned by the Royal British Colonial Society of Arts. Wendt responded with a scathing review he
titled “Dreary Insignificance”:

The exhibits constitute collectively the most disgraceful exhibition that has ever
occurred in Ceylon. It is the most disgraceful exhibition that it has ever fallen to the
lot of the present writer to see anywhere. There are not half a dozen works shown
that are not beneath criticism. The half-dozen exceptions are noteworthy only
because they are failures in an attempt to achieve an artistic end. The rest of the
exhibits simply do not exist as works of art. Not one British artist of note is
represented…while students and public stand agape before a remnant sale of the
sweepings of provincial museums. 23

The demand for greater appreciation of the pre-colonial past from figures like Coomaraswamy,
Winzer and Wendt forms the tenets of modernism in Ceylon, which Sonal Khullar argues is what
distinguishes Ceylon modernism from its European counterpart. Ceylon, or “Winzerian,”
modernism “simultaneously advocates continuity and change by calling on artists to attend to the
present in a manner that is self-consciously linked to the past.”24 This departs from the European
modernism of Picasso, for example, which used the encounter with African tribal art and
primitivism as a means of breaking away from established and outdated conventions in Western
art practices. Ceylon artists challenged the very notion of the primitive through their engagement
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with the island’s past to build a critique of colonial rule and colonial rationale.25 Khullar’s
discussion of this engagement in modern painting and in the work of George Keyt elicits questions
as to how her argument might apply to Wendt’s photographic practice. Wendt’s return to Ceylon
in 1924 and his subsequent transition out of law and music and into photography coincide with
these conversations in art practice. As he took on the role of patron of the avant-garde and a vocal
advocate of the agenda put forth by Coomaraswamy and Winzer, Wendt also became a practicing
visual artist in dialogue with painters like Keyt. His engagement with different ideas in music,
literature and the visual arts thus not only demonstrate his role in cultivating a new cultural
environment and audience in Ceylon, but his active participation in building a modernist
movement in Ceylon. As we move towards a discussion of his images in the forthcoming sections,
I want to keep the discourse around modern painting in mind to help ask pertinent questions of
Wendt’s images, namely how Wendt engaged with the modernist project through photography,
and how he interacts with the island’s classical past and colonial present through photography.

As the story goes, Wendt picked up a Rolleiflex camera for a couple rupees in the early 1930s. 26
He became consumed by a desire to master the technology and develop photographs according to
the latest innovations and methods. He eventually switched to the Leica camera and amassed an
impressive collection of advanced equipment, including a range of wide-angle and telephoto
lenses, and began printing and developing his own work by 1933. In 1935, he established the
Photographic Society of Ceylon with B.G. Thornley and P.J.C. Durrant “for the advancement of
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the art and practice of photography amongst the amateurs of the Island.” 27 The Society held annual
exhibitions of work by local photographers, and Wendt exhibited with them each year from its
founding until his death in 1944 (except for one year in 1943). He also entered his photographs
into international competitions abroad, often sending multiple prints under different names as a
clever ruse to test the rubric for judging his work amongst an international market. Co-founder of
the Photographic Society Thornley found that Wendt sought to prove that his prints were good
enough for international exhibitions, and would enter competitions “not as a matter of course but
more as a ballons d’essai to satisfy his belief that this standard was high enough for the particular
salons he considered the best in photographic appreciation.” 28 Thornley specifically references a
London exhibition that fell to Wendt’s devices, rejecting a print by “Lionel Wendt” but accepting
two others by “T.D. Newl,” which is Wendt’s name spelled backwards.

In 1938, Wendt was invited to do a solo show of his Leica photographs at the Camera-Club in
London. As part of the exhibition, Wendt wrote an article for Leica News and Technique on the
technique of solarization, a technical process of overexposure that Wendt discovered through a
Man Ray photograph that was published in the journal Photographie. He writes of how the Man
Ray photograph sparked his curiosity:

The all-over grayish tone was unusual and quite different from the tone-range of
the familiar high-key photograph, and certain passages, notably in the sitter’s hair,
had the kind of tones one associated more with a negative than a positive, although
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the general effect of the whole print was undoubtedly that of a positive. This effect
was very pleasing. 29

Wendt approaches his dissection of solarization by acknowledging that he is not entirely convinced
by the current encyclopedic definitions of the process, which at the time classified the technique
as one of overexposure. Through pure experimentation developing his own photographs to achieve
an effect similar to that which he saw in Man Ray’s photographs, namely a black outline and a
positive/negative effect, Wendt redefines the process as a “controlled, partial reversal” comprised
of four steps: the exposure in the camera, the first development, the fogging exposure, and the
second development. Though many photographers were producing solarized prints during this
time, Wendt’s article was likely the first published piece that detailed the process. 30 The article
includes reproductions of his own solarizations that were a part of the exhibition, such as Portrait
of Miss Miriam Pieris, Profile: Raman, and This Lunar Beauty Has No History (Figures 2-4). The
variation in effects amongst his selection of solarized images attest to the ways Wendt was testing
the limits and range of the process.

I cite the Leica News & Technique article to illustrate Wendt’s consummate experimentation with
photography through a range of techniques, not limited to solarization, but also including montage,
paste-ups, paper negatives, brometchings, and transparencies in monochrome and color. 31 He was
known for his meticulous attention to detail, prepping each image before loading his camera, and
often drawing and drafting planned compositions on paper. His reputation for carefully composing
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each image surfaces through testimonies from his friends, but also through scribbled notes on the
backs and surfaces of his photographs. On the back of the photograph Child of Ocean (Figure 5),
for example, Wendt writes “Two negatives: one of the figure, taken against black, and the other of
waves and rock. Figure shot planned and taken to fit existing wave and rock shot.” 32 In another
example, a discarded version of Day-Dream (Figure 6) housed in a private collection, Wendt uses
a shorthand of squiggly lines, arrows and numbers scrawled across the surface of the image to
detail the varying levels of exposure and edits to the image, arguably for its next trial in the
development process.33

Wendt’s reputation for carefully crafting his compositions or for repeatedly developing the same
image has the effect of imbuing his images with a certain singularity, where each photograph is
understood as a deliberate and conscientious product of his labor.34 This perception is reinforced
through the singular modes of access to his work in print, namely the publications Lionel Wendt’s
Ceylon and Lionel Wendt: A Centennial Tribute. The limited access to his work has the effect of
transforming each known image into a masterpiece, but this conception is a misconstrued notion
of his work. Each known image—whether a reproduction in a publication or an original print in a
private collection—merely reflects what became available and accessible after his death, rather
than what Wendt considered to be a finished photograph. Though Wendt may have carefully
planned each composition and shot, his negatives gave way to countless images as he experimented
with different developing techniques and processes. Following Wendt’s death in 1944, his
32
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colleague wrote of entering Wendt’s dark room where he found numerous prints of the same
enlarged negative that were “practically indistinguishable from one another” and “had been made
in an attempt to achieve a result that would satisfy him.” 35 The prints that are understood to be
discarded images, perhaps barely indistinguishable from the final exhibited products, speak to how
Wendt used the development stage of photography to extend the moment of capturing the
photograph. Recall the earlier citation in which Wendt describes the desire to fix and communicate
the feeling one experiences in the very act of capturing the photograph. The slight adjustments to
an image, whether they produced failed or final results, speak to his experimentation with this
“communication of feeling” and his artistic endeavor. Wendt’s images should thus be examined
in their multiplicity, rather than their singularity.

This multiplicity is also a guiding principle for understanding how Wendt’s photographs express
the modernity of the era. In other words, how does the endless production of images respond to
methods and modes of production, and methods and modes of circulation? What are the ways in
which Wendt’s images circulated and how can we contextualize his experimentation with
photography amongst other photographic projects on the island from this period? I return to Sonal
Khullar’s binary of the image in the world and the image as a world. The following section will
focus on the ways in which Wendt makes the world, and the conditions under which his
photographs were produced, visible in his photographs, particularly one undergoing key shifts in
the political, social and cultural sphere.
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SECTION 2: EXPRESSIONS OF MODERNITY

One of the most prominent shifts by the end of the nineteenth century in Ceylon was the island’s
status as a popular tourist destination. The island enjoyed the advantages of its geographic
positioning along travel routes from Europe to Asia, which made it a common stopping point for
predominantly European travelers. Advertisements for travel in Ceylon regularly appeared in local
and foreign publications, which promoted Ceylon as an ideal destination that offers both the
convenience of a modern colony and the lure of an exotic landscape (Figure 7). The presence of
the British also assured foreign travelers of the comfort of traveling to Ceylon, where there were
hotels, banks, luxury travel accommodations, and an English-speaking base.36

The introduction of the camera to the island in the late nineteenth century played an important role
in the promotion of Ceylon as a modern, tourist destination. Images of Ceylon regularly appeared
in travelogues and magazines as advertisements for an exotic landscape and welcoming culture.
The photography studio Plâté Limited, for example, founded in 1890, circulated more than half a
million postcards of Ceylon annually and globally by the year 1907. 37 Though their image archive
is vast—capturing street views, cityscapes, family portraits, and more—for the purposes of this
discussion I turn to an example of how the studio portrayed the island as an exotic destination that
was both strange and extraordinary. 38 The image The Veddahs (Figure 8), is named for its
representation of four men from the island’s indigenous population. An elderly figure sits crosslegged on the ground, his chest sagging into a collapsed abdomen and his collarbone protruding
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through a thin layer of flesh. The standing figures grip archaic tools as if participating in a showand-tell of indigenous labor customs that allows us to forget the real presence of industrialization
in Ceylon during this period. With matted hair and tattered, minimal clothing, their bodies, fragile
yet visibly worn, render the heat of the surrounding landscape palpable. Veins bulge through their
skin and their eyes gaze directly into the lens through heavily furrowed brows with an empty
expression, stoic and still. The emptiness in their expressions transforms the image into a
commodity of the tourist industry for the ways in which the photographer is able to rid each
individual of any means of self-expression. These are subjects to be looked at, and they do not
look back. Instead, they stand controlled and docile before the photographer. In the context of the
tourist economy, the photographer succeeds in portraying Ceylon as untouched by the
advancements of the West, an idea that might appeal to the curiosity of foreign travelers and
enforce prevalent European attitudes that view British colonies like Ceylon as inferior and
primitive.

As camera equipment became increasingly affordable, a new wave of amateur photography
emerged alongside the tourist economy, which gave rise to an increase in local photography
studios. By the 1890s, it became routine to see advertisements in newspapers for local photography
portrait studios, and by the 1920s, photography studios could be found even in remote villages
across the island. This increase in studios allowed a population outside the British and local elite
to participate in the European tradition and ritual of “self-representation.” As historian Nira
Wickramasinghe argues in Dressing the Colonised Body, the studio offered individuals and
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families access to a European tradition of portraiture, which would have “increased the sense of
self-importance and democratized the desire for a social statement.” 39

Consider these two modes of representation for the Ceylonese subject in photography—a tourist
economy of images that rids the subject of the opportunity for self-expression versus a studio
economy of portraiture images that gives back the means of self-expression to the subject. The two
modes differ in the agency granted to those within the photograph to define, shape and control
perceptions of their identity. In the context of late nineteenth and early twentieth century Ceylon,
identity formations took a new turn under the British as they sought to identify, define, and
understand the colonial subject as a means of implementing rule over the colony. 40 Bernard Cohn,
in the case of British India, talks of the different modalities of the colonial administration to
achieve such ends through tools such as the census, which could make “the strange and unknown
knowable” and “locate the strange in a frame of reference with which they were familiar.” 41 In
Ceylon, the census functioned in a similar manner as an apparatus that increasingly fixed and
invented a modern identity in Ceylon. Though the census had been a tool of understanding the
colonial subject through population numbers and statistics dating back to the Dutch presence on
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the island, it was only with the first complete census in 1871 (by then under the British) that the
categories “race” and “nationality” first appeared. 42 The census defined race and nationality
according to European understandings of these terms, and also incorporated racial theories that
used physical characteristics to make assumptions about linguistic and cultural communities. With
the goal of using this information to create a frame of reference for the colonial subject, the census
became a project of defining notions of authenticity in the colony. As Wickramasinghe points out,
“identities were no longer substance that took many forms and shapes, they became objective
features of people that could be once and for all delineated…identities were like institutions, fixed
and gelled.”43

The 1907 tome Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon offers one illustration of how racial
theories circulated during this period and informed colonial understandings of Ceylonese subjects
and cultures. The almost 1,000-page volume consists of essays and photographs about notions of
what is considered traditional or authentic dress amongst different racial groups, and what is
considered modern. As stated in the preface, the observations are intended “to give a perfect
microcosm of the colony or dependency treated…bringing to elucidation of the subjects treated
the powerful aid of the latest and best methods of pictorial illustration.” 44 The writings are not
exclusively those of colonial administrators, and also include the voices of local authors, the most
notable of which is a chapter by Ananda Coomaraswamy on indigenous crafts. Still, the volume
works together with the census in that by recording more “objective” information about the subject,
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the subject becomes more familiar and palatable. The better the subject is understood, the better
the ability to predict and control the subject.

Colonial photographic representations of Ceylon and those present in the tourist circuit often
worked in collaboration in viewing the country and its subjects through similar frames of reference,
i.e. the strange, exotic, and picturesque. 45 Lionel Wendt’s photographs circulated alongside these
representations in the form of exhibitions, prints in private collections, and reproductions in
publications and journals. This section will thus explore ways in which his photographs situate
themselves within this circuit of modern photography and compare Wendt’s language and
representational strategies for viewing a modern Ceylon.

To begin, I look at Back of a Youth, (Figure 9), in which Wendt captures the slender, body of a
male nude. The model stands at a contrapposto, his torso elongated through the jutting of his hip
and thigh. There is a clear Neoclassical influence in how the body is composed, controlled and
dictated in the space of Wendt’s studio. The play between shadow and light across his back
heightens the crevices and protrusions of his musculature, giving the model a sculpturesque
anatomy usually reserved for the milky-white bodies of paintings so iconic to the Neoclassical
tradition such as those by Ingres. Here, Back of a Youth uses Neoclassical language to celebrate a
different identity. He has dark skin and thick black hair; he is slight, but strong. While his right
hand gracefully caresses the back of the thigh, his left hand presses forcefully against the side of
his hip. The twist in his shoulders, waist and hips creates an S-curve that pulls the body in different
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directions. His muscles bulge in this state of tension, protruding through the delicate, supple and
smooth flesh. This is the colonial subject, similar to the indigenous figure that we see in The
Veddahs. Wendt departs from the lens of fetishization and exoticism used in The Veddahs, and
from the Neoclassical tradition by creating a new genre that celebrates the Ceylonese identity and
body as the ideal.

The aesthetic of Back of a Youth can be found throughout Wendt’s series of studio nudes. The
contrast to a the Plâté Ltd. photograph is striking, but the difference between Back of a Youth and
The Veddahs is more than a question of ugly versus beautiful, rough versus polished, wild versus
tamed. It also addresses the question of the powerless and the powerful. Wendt exerts control over
the colonial subject through his role in dictating the pose, the space, the lighting, and the moment
of capture. He exposes the body and makes it vulnerable, yet he fails to strip the body of its power.
The push and pull between the figure’s grace, beauty and delicacy, and his strength and forceful
posturing allows the body of the colonial subject to bear a modernist aesthetic charge.

Wendt produced numerous images like Back of a Youth that celebrate the dark-skinned body as a
site of beauty, dignity and grace. He references a European tradition in which male anatomy is
celebrated, yet reroutes it to new ends. Thinking back to Cohn’s discussion of the British need for
a frame of reference, Wendt places the “strange” colonial subject within a European frame of
reference, but this time using the same rubric of beauty for the colonial subject as is used for the
European. The male nudes in this category are largely shot within the space of a studio with
controlled lighting and backdrops, and the frame of reference shifts when we turn to Wendt’s
images of the male nude shot in rural, village settings. In Punting (Figure 10), Wendt continues to
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bring attention to the male body. He pulls the figure into the foreground so that the surrounding
landscape blurs out of focus. Note the grandeur of the landscape—sweeping clouds merge with a
concave skyline of palm trees and lush greenery. There is a picturesque quality to the landscape
that echoes a painting, yet the landscape recedes into the background. Instead, the most prominent
feature of the landscape is its sensory effect. The sun, not shown, radiates heat across the image
and emanates from the male figure. His back glistens with sweat and his thick, coarse hair dampens
under the sun’s heat; the play of light and shadow both darkens the skin and illuminates it; and the
glistening effects of sunlight hit and deepen the crevices of the musculature in his dark-skinned
body.

In Back of a Youth (Figure 9), the relationship between photographer and subject penetrates the
image. The body consciously poses in a studio before the gaze of the lens underneath controlled
lighting and sheltered away from the elements of the tropics. In Punting (Figure 10), though the
figure retains the fixity of a composed posture, the photographer has less command of the setting,
and instead takes on the role of voyeur or observer (a role that takes particular prominence in his
village series of photographs, such as the At the Well series, Figures 11-13). Though the
photographs ostensibly represent an observed moment in the middle of a village or landscape, note
the ways in which Wendt exerts control over the composition in such a setting. The subject stands
on the edge of a wooden frame clasping a rod with a powerful force, as if about to plow it into the
ground. His muscles bulge in the exertion of his pose, with his shoulders, forearms, and biceps
tensed, engaged and clenched. The pull of his upper body transfers movement into his supporting
legs, which jut into a deep lunge with his toes grasping the edge of the frame on which he stands.
The energy of his pose pierces the image with a sense of movement and direction. Yet to what
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extent does the figure actually move? The rod and the extended leg form a large ‘X’ in the center
of the frame, which grounds the figure into a moment of stillness and creates a static counterforce
that cuts off the potential of movement. The dark outlines of the figure also stand in stark contrast
to the landscape. This contrast pits monumental figure against the picturesque scenery. As a result,
the body dwarfs the monumentality of the landscape and the landscape becomes artificial, as if a
painted backdrop.

The dignity, grace and beauty of the Ceylonese figure that forms our initial reaction to photographs
like Back of a Youth falls short of understanding the full power embedded within the image. Upon
closer reading, both images call attention to movement—the moment just before launching
forward, the muscles’ state of tension in a twisted pose or before they exert their full force, and the
momentum and thrust conveyed in the posturing. The image conveys all the elements of movement
without ever allowing the action to happen. As a result, the image is stuck between static yet kinetic
energy. Wendt’s camera controls and disciplines the body into a state of stillness, yet the energy
is internalized within the only vessel capable of erupting—the male figure. These compositional
choices, whether intentional or not, take our reading beyond a documentation of the landscape,
people, or culture, and beyond bringing new dignity to the Ceylonese, dark-skinned body. The
ambiguity of movement communicated through the vessel of the Ceylonese male body lends itself
to a reading independent of Wendt. Though the Ceylonese body can be controlled, it is not docile.
It is violent, powerful and forceful.

Back of a Youth and Punting are arguably two opposite elucidations of Wendt’s work on the male
figure. Back of a Youth offers the consumption of the male body. All elements—the lighting,
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posturing, backdrop, composition—are controlled by the photographer. In contrast, though the
exactitude of the composition in Punting suggests that it is also a controlled and composed image,
we, as viewers, are looking at the subject indirectly. We are voyeurs and nonparticipants, rather
than accomplices to the photographer’s lens in the space of the studio. The language of voyeurism
within Wendt’s work is, for the most part, unexplored territory in scholarship. Many have
speculated about the homoeroticism of his nudes, informed by questions about Wendt’s
sexuality.46 However, many of these claims lack evidence and risk building a mythology around
Wendt’s biography for the sake of new scholarship. My interest in voyeurism lies in its historical
specificity in this time of British rule and modern identity formations, foreign travel and the
societal transformations caused by modernity.

I distinguish between two types of voyeurism. First is the voyeurism found in The Veddahs and
Twentieth Century Impressions, which approaches indigeneity through an ethnographic objective
that cements understandings of Ceylon as primitive and untouched by modernity. This mode of
voyeurism reinforces the paternalist rationale of the imperial project in which the understanding
of Ceylon as primitive necessitates colonial rule. On the other hand is the more fetishizing
voyeurism that cherishes, celebrates, and seeks to preserve that which is understood to be primitive
in Ceylon. Though Wendt may depart from the former ethnographic and paternalistic mode in his
photographs, traces of this latter mode of voyeurism permeate his oeuvre. To make this argument,
I turn to examples of his photographs that circulated as reproductions in print, rather than in
exhibition format. I specifically look to images that circulated in travel literature from this period,
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in which writers promoted Ceylon as a tourist destination. The fetishizing voyeurism is more
explicit in this genre of writing in its reliance on visual imagery and language, and is thus an
important site of analysis when looking to Wendt’s photographs that circulated within them.

I begin with issues of the Ceylon Observer Annual, a local publication under the Associated
Newspapers of Ceylon that combines travel essays, poems and photographs on a range of subjects
of Ceylon interest. In the article “Six Things Most Worth Seeing in Ceylon” from the 1936 issue,
the author Hayden Watkins purports to give a selective glimpse of the history, customs and habits
of the Ceylonese race and country. 47 For Watkins, Ceylon roads are the site where “those who
have only visions of the East will realize their dreams…where glimpses are caught of the everyday
life of the people.”48 His anecdotes and descriptions of these roads reads as a safari of sorts, one
that displays all sorts of creatures, both animal and human. At one stop, “a head emerges from
what looks like impenetrable jungle, a sudden call or whistle, and within a quarter of an hour a
smiling crowd of Sinhalese men, women and children appear.” 49 At the next stop, you might spot
a “jackal or wild pig...and if lucky a leopard sloping off into the jungle as it begins to get dark.” 50
Throughout the article, Watkins repeatedly emphasizes the wild and unpredictable as existing
alongside civilization. In describing a rest house near the ancient ruins of Polonnaruwa, for
example, he writes “the cries of the wild animals, the scents, the fireflies, impregnate the
atmosphere with the mystery of the jungle while the sensation of being in the midst of wild,
primeval things, but in an oasis of perfect safety, is an experience which should not be missed."51
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I pick up on Watkins’ notion of the “primeval” to turn to another article titled “Four Years Later”
from the 1937 issue, where the author A.C. Lutein Noltenius describes the conditions of the remote
village Kumane:

Back in our so-called civilized little world, back to our work and our mail
and our papers, we hear such a lot of rot being talked, generally by people
who do not know Ceylon at all, about caste, creed and color. Thank God for
little places like Kumane, where such things do not exist, where true Peace
reigns in human understanding.

O Kumane, O Kumane People, with all your sufferings, and all your
hardships, with all the fever and the months of starvation when the poor
little crops fail, with the ever present danger of wild animals, and droughts
and floods, in your charming simplicity and the true belief in your Gods,
you are lucky, you are to be envied that you live and stand outside this smallminded, petty and spiteful “little world,” with its class-hates and jealous
stupidness.

You, so near to Nature, within Nature you are fortunate. 52
Here, Noltenius celebrates the authenticity of the village Kumane, where authenticity is defined as
an absence of modernity, the “charming simplicity” of droughts and floods, and a life whose
52
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proximity to death is a worthy price for living outside the modern comforts of a “civilized” world.
Noltenius also dismisses the role of “caste, creed and color” in the remote areas of the village, a
color-blind approach to twentieth century race in Ceylon that dismisses the complicity of the
British in defining and shaping village identity along these lines.

The National Archives in Colombo house the 1936 and 1937 issues of The Ceylon Observer
Annual, and it is unclear what happened to the publication after 1937. I found Wendt’s images in
the 1936 Ceylon Observer Annual, such as Yakdessa, Market Day, and Morning (Figures 14-16).53
The juxtaposition of his photographs alongside essays that offer the vision of an exotic Ceylon is
provocative in that it is one of the few instances where Wendt’s images do not stand alone, such
as in the context of an exhibition. Here, his selection of photographs play an ancillary role to the
writings. Wendt’s inclusion also shows that he consented to the reproduction of his work in this
publication, which offers an opportunity for reading not only the images, but the implications of
the circulation of his images alongside these writings.

Consider how Wendt’s image Fragrance appears across the page from the poem “Ceylon” by
Hector D’A in the 1936 issue (Figures 17 and 18). The poem reads:

A poet’s vision finds fulfillment here, -A Wordsworth’s dream, a Shelley’s fancy finds
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Its home in this far isle e’er wooed by winds
And watched by skies of lustre, calm and clear.
Here Summer deathless burns; the teeming year
Knows not a Winter’s cruel chill but binds
In Beauty’s charmed mesh the wearied minds
Of them whose little house is but a tear.

This Beauty stirs my hear like quiet pain
Arisen from a joy that dims nor dies,
but yet this peace of stiles dusk that pours
From evening stars creates warmth where cold has lain;
Here they who fashion dreaming realise
A Vallombrosa cast on Tropic shores. 54

The poem reads as a love letter to the island, a testament to the poet’s feelings of desire, joy and
pain caused by the consumption of the physical and spiritual beauty of Ceylon. The pairing of the
poem and the female nude in Fragrance amplifies the poem’s sensory elements and sentiments.
Paired side-by-side, she becomes the subject of the love letter and an embodiment of the island.
Her body naked except for touches of gold around her neck and on her nose, Wendt captures a
moment of introversion where, again, he is a nonparticipant and a voyeur. Her hair unravels behind
her, damp from a mixture of oil and heat. She exudes fragrance and experiences fragrance, as she
reaches into the pistil of the flower. The touch of her face to the flower’s organ allegedly gives the
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image its title, but also alludes to the fragrance of the female sex. This sensuality seeps into our
reading of the poem. The creation of “warmth where cold has lain” echoes the mixing elements of
the cold gold against her skin, petals floating on cooling water, the soft push of her breast against
the cold, stone bowl, and the oily warmth of her hair and skin. The poet and Wendt are working in
collaboration, with sensations of word and image feeding into one another across the page. Placed
and read together, the poet’s vision of Beauty becomes the Beauty of Wendt’s female nude. Here,
unlike Punting and Back of a Youth, the female nude is not conceived of as a vessel of power and
strength, or as a site for subverting colonial understandings of the Ceylonese race. Instead, she is
offered by Lionel Wendt for consumption by the colonial gaze, the same voyeuristic gaze so
present in the writings of Hector D’A, Watkins, Noltenius and others included in the publication.

Compare Fragrance to Paul Gauguin’s Tahitian Women with Flowers (Figure 19), in which a
Tahitian woman holds a tray of flowers to her body just beneath her bosom. Wayne Anderson
unpacks this composition as part of a larger discussion of female sexuality in Gauguin’s work,
noting that “the lushness of the presentation causes the breasts to appear as cornucopias from which
all good things flow.”55 The similar juxtaposition of flowers meeting breast in Fragrance puts
Wendt in dialogue with a widespread trope in nineteenth and twentieth century art of male artists
likening the female body to flowers or fruit as a metaphor for female desire, and of eroticizing
women for a male audience and male understanding of female sexuality. 56 Though a case can also
be made for the ways in which Wendt eroticizes the male nude in his larger body of work, I focus
here on the female body to reflect on the societal structures that surround Wendt’s male and female
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nudes, rather than on Wendt’s personal stake in how he chooses to represent the male and female
nude. Art historian Linda Nochlin notes the distinction that pervades nineteenth-century art
between male and female imagery in which “the male image is one of power, possession and
domination, the female one of submission, passivity and availability.” 57 The discrepancy between
the two modes of representation are clear when pairing the passivity and exoticism of the figure in
Fragrance—which is reinforced through its pairing with the poem “Ceylon”—with images of
strength and virility in Punting and Back of a Youth. I implicate Wendt within this paradigm not
to mar his character or series of female nudes, but to reflect on the “total situation existing between
men and women in society as a whole.” 58

It is with relative ease that we can fluctuate between readings of anti-colonial resistance in Punting
and Back of a Youth, and the exoticism and intrusion of the colonial gaze in Fragrance. Though
Wendt’s distance from the ethnographic genre of photography and his anti-colonial methods of
representation are more visible through his aesthetic, locating Wendt within the latter spectrum of
exoticization and fetishization can be a complex gesture, which many scholars either avoid or
disavow completely. In a tribute essay to Wendt, Ellen Dissanayake describes Wendt’s images of
Ceylonese men and women “as foreign and exotic as Tahiti had been forty years earlier to
Gauguin,” but does not push her reading further.59 Manel Fonseka writes, “We are compelled to
see Wendt as representative of Sri Lanka’s modernisation…So fused and internalized is his
modernism, that it displays not even the slightest trace of Orientalism. He has invented, for himself
and for others, a modernist Sri Lankan style and diction.” 60
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Dissanayake’s comparison to Gauguin alludes to the distance between Wendt and the Ceylonese
subjects he chooses to capture, who are largely from the working class. Wendt came from a
privileged, upper class family and lived off a large inheritance from his parents. He also differed
from the subjects through his identity as a Burgher, an ethnic minority group of Eurasian descent
that emerged in Sri Lanka as early as the sixteenth century through relationships between
indigenous women and Portuguese and Dutch men. As a Burgher, Wendt’s appearance was
racially ambiguous in its blend of European and Ceylonese features (Figure 20). He also occupied
a large and loud presence, asserted through his weight and exuberant personality. Filmmaker and
friend Lester James Peries, for example, described Wendt as follows:

A large man, a hulk of a man. Smoked a foul brand of cigarettes endlessly. He wore
braces all the time to prevent his pants from falling off. He had a huge tummy,
which would shake and roll as he laughed. He generally dressed in multicolored
shirts. Lionel Wendt was a marvelous speaker—he was the greatest raconteur and
witty conversationalist I have ever known…the obscenities were the funniest part. 61

Though Burghers form a small minority in the country (less than 1% of the population), Burghers
possessed significant intellectual and cultural capital in the early twentieth century. They were a
wealthy, Christian, English-speaking population that held positions in public service and the
professional sector, particularly in the fields of law and medicine.
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Wendt’s identity as a Burgher is an aspect of his practice that requires greater attention, as there
were significant changes that occurred within the Burgher community in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century. As racial identity formations in the twentieth century crystallized along
Sinhala-Buddhist, Tamil-Hindu and Muslim distinctions, the Burgher community sought new
ways of subverting their status as a minority population by asserting their claim to the island’s
history and heritage. In 1908, a group of Dutch Burghers formed the Dutch Burgher Union as a
protest to their classification in the census as a mixed race. Under the leadership of Dr. W.G. Van
Dort, the Union distinguished between the Dutch and Portuguese Burghers, the latter of which
were believed to be from poorer, artisanal backgrounds. They defined a distinct paternal line and
specifically excluded Burghers of darker shades and poorer backgrounds. 62

During the early twentieth century, the Burgher population also fell to more conservative and
moderate politics, and was understood to be in favor of British rule. 63 Wendt’s father Henry Lorenz
Wendt (1858-1911) was a prominent member of the Burgher community, and served as a Supreme
Court Judge and Legislative Councilor. His father’s reputation for “eschewing politics” led Robert
Aldrich to insinuate that Wendt could be given the same attribute, but this assumption lacks proper
evidence.64 Wendt’s parents died when he was very young, and his father before nationalist and
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religious movements fully materialized. 65 The assumption that Wendt’s politics as an adult aligned
with his father’s, particularly after significant political change within the country, is misleading.
Instead, clues found in interviews with his contemporaries and in the political sentiments of his
closest community put Wendt at odds with the conservative Burgher politics of his time. Wendt
was a Marxist, a political alignment that was a common thread amongst his circle of friends and
artists, such as architect Andrew Boyd, childhood friend and painter George Keyt, and Chilean
poet Pablo Neruda. He was an admirer of Communist playwright Bernard Shaw; an agnostic who
referred to Christ as the first Communist; and an early supporter of the leftist publication Kesari
(The “People’s Weekly”) started by Communist and Indologist writers in Jaffna who took a
resolute anti-colonial position.66

Apart from these clues, Wendt’s own voice on his political beliefs is hard to come by, but traces
of his politics emerge in commentary he made on his photographic practice. He was particularly
passionate about the global conditions of poverty in the modern world, as demonstrated by his
response to photographs published in U.S. Camera (1939) by the Farm and Security
Administration that document the effects of the Great Depression in the United States. Wendt
comments,
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There are conditions in Ceylon, as in all parts of the world, that should be dragged
out into the light of day as these photographs do these conditions. Here are the
tumble-down houses, the filthy backyard…Here is a mother breast-feeding her
wretched child. I hope to see no deeper despair in any human face as long as I live.
Here is a woman’s face. It must have been human once. Now it no longer is. It has
gone past misery, despair, hunger, dirt, disease. It just looks at you. If you have a
conscience you will feel somewhat annoyed. That is because you feel
accused…Here is a large two-page photo: three parallel lines; in the distance the
factory, in the middle the home, in the foreground the cemetery. There is the
biography of 65 percent of the modern world for you.67

Wendt takes a vocal and critical position against the global conditions and exploitation of laborers
in the modern world, a position that puts the photographs of laborers that permeate his practice
under new examination. Though the rural, village laborer seen in Punting bears little resemblance
to Wendt’s own identity and experience of Ceylon as an elite member of the Burgher community,
his position on labor conditions imbues the Ceylonese laborer with symbolic value. Recall the
discussion of Coomaraswamy’s “medieval” Ceylon, in which Coomaraswamy celebrates the
feudalistic conditions of labor that existed prior to British rule. Though Wendt and Coomaraswamy
differ in that Coomaraswamy speaks to the abstract conditions of labor as opposed to the rights of
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the laborers themselves, Wendt takes on a similar project to Coomaraswamy of using labor as a
site of anti-colonial critique and resistance against British rule. 68

Considering Wendt’s radical politics and anti-colonial stance, the tendency to reject or avoid
Orientalist and fetishizing interpretations of his work seems, in part, a defense of Wendt’s role as
an activist and leader of the independence movement. This perspective absolves Wendt of
complicity in the exoticization of Ceylon and instead cements Wendt’s iconicity within the
national movement. I would argue that a reading of exoticism in Wendt’s work does not challenge
or question Wendt’s integrity as a leader of the anti-colonial movement. Instead, it demonstrates
how anti-colonial resistance, exoticism and nationalism co-existed within visual culture during
this period.

To demonstrate this coexistence, I turn to the Ceylon Observer Pictorial, another publication under
the Associated Newspapers of Ceylon that was edited by Lionel Wendt in partnership with
journalist Tori de Souza. 69 The publication debuted in 1938 and corresponds to Wendt’s
establishment of his own photography studio Chitrafoto, which was located in the warehouse of
the estate and insurance agency Carson Cumberbatch on Beira Lake (Figure 21). Unlike the
photographic portrait studios set up across the island, Wendt sought to set up a studio in the
tradition of Man Ray and Edward Steichen, whose studios, according to Wendt, took sitters as “a
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new problem to solve, a fresh stimulus to creation, an individual idea to be expressed.” 70 The
establishment of Chitrafoto as an artistic endeavor rather than a commercial one cues us to how
Wendt’s practice was rooted in a desire to express an individual idea about Ceylon and how he
approached his methods of representing Ceylon as “a new problem to solve.” The head of the
Associated Newspapers of Ceylon, D.R. Wijewardene, invited Wendt to set up Chitrafoto and gave
Wendt freedom in naming his own salary and budget for running the studio. 71

Wendt produced and edited three editions of the Ceylon Observer Pictorial (1938, 1939 and 1940).
In contrast to the Ceylon Observer Annual, the Pictorial drew inspiration from the proverb that
“one picture is worth more than a thousand words.” 72 Instead of essays on travel and leisure found
in Ceylon Observer Annual, the Pictorial consists mostly of reproductions of photographs by
contemporary photographers. 73 In the first issue, the editors outline the value of the publication’s
approach in the preface and explain their reasoning behind privileging the photograph:

The “Ceylon Observer Pictorial” aims at expressing aspects of the island’s
atmosphere and activities not always obvious to the casual visitor or fully
appreciated by the permanent resident…The main object has been to make of this
pictorial a record in which beauty is fused with documentary value…Here you will
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find much that is beautiful and significant in Ceylon life—men and women, the
daily round, the perahera, serene landscapes, the spirit of the past, the realities of
the present and something of the promise of the future. Phrases, as it were, from a
Song of Ceylon—things that people of the country should cherish. 74

The preface takes a didactic tone in suggesting that, among the people of Ceylon, there is a lack of
appreciation for their surroundings and that these images represent what needs to be protected and
preserved. At times, this agenda is literal. Lionel Wendt’s photos of wall paintings at the temple
Sailabimbaramaya in Dodanduwa are accompanied by a caption that decries how the walls are
being painted over due to damage caused by a leaking roof. In other aspects, the agenda comes
through in collages of tree varieties in Ceylon, waterfalls, ancient heritage sites, festivals, or
villagers and craftsmen at work. These images offer a selective vision of Ceylon that demands
pride from the local reader and curiosity to foreigners through its focus on the undiscovered
Ceylon—the rural, the ancient and the indigenous, rituals of exorcism and Kandyan dance, or the
customs of indigenous craftsmen using techniques passed down from generations, for example.
The images occupy a threshold of resisting Western influence and modernity in everyday life, and
viewing Ceylon through the same lens of exoticization and fetishization as the Western gaze it
purports to challenge.

I turn to Wendt’s photo series “Men at Work” in the 1938 Ceylon Observer Pictorial to
demonstrate this threshold (Figures 22-25). The series appears next to an advertisement for the
Government Tourist Bureau that promotes the local crafts industry (Figure 22). “Watch these
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craftsmen at work,” the advertisement reads, next to images of craftsman fixing chairs, jewelry,
baskets, and elephant figurines. “Their hands perform ancient movements. They do what their
ancestors did centuries ago. They make lace and baskets and richly wrought ornaments of silver,
tortoise shell and ebony.” Across the page, Wendt’s series begins with the images Cleaning a
Street Lamp, Governing an Island, Casting a Pipe, and Sorting Mail. Watch them at work, it reads,
a cabinet of curiosities that shows the range of capabilities of these Ceylonese men. Turn the page
(Figures 23-24), and Wendt’s visual vocabulary is instantly recognizable with the return of the
Ceylonese male nude. Punting recalls the language of movement in the earlier image of the same
name. Wendt captures the image in the middle of the sea rather than the lush greenery of the
landscape, and increases the exposure to erase the ripples and waves of water. The sea is a blank
white canvas that heightens the contrast of the two dark-skinned bodies teetering on the boat’s
edge. Their bodies extend, bend, and lean according to the torque of the rod, dance-like in their
demonstration of grace and elegance underneath the burden of heat and heavy labor. Their postures
participate in movement, while also channeling the heavy-weighted posturing of Grecian
sculpture.

In Joy-Ride for One (See Figure 23), we look down on the back of a laborer pulling a cart forward.
Wendt captures the image seated from within the cart, revealing his positioning through his
polished, leather shoes and trousers peeking into the frame from the bottom right corner. He is the
subject and participant of the joy ride, not the laborer, which takes our reading in multiple
directions. First, Wendt riding on the back of the laborer for pleasure takes an explicitly homoerotic
tone in the image’s title. Second, the image is also a product of the publication’s agenda of “beauty
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and entertainment fused with documentary value.” 75 Here, the aesthetic of beauty is recognizably
Lionel Wendt. As one hip extends forward and the figure’s right hand firmly grips one rod, his left
hand pushes against the handle with his palm. The push and pull, loose and firm grip is at odds
with the kinetics of his movement. He captures a moving body in a moment of stillness and a
controlled demonstration of strength, revealing the possibility that Wendt is controlling the
movement for the sake of the shot. Wendt’s attention to the aesthetic of labor is a voyeuristic
gesture. He uses the body of the laborer to reference a lifestyle outside the stretch of modernity
within an aesthetic and picturesque language to make it a palatable attraction. It renders physical
strain and a simplistic, marginalized lifestyle beautiful. The voice of the laborer is absent, and his
labor exploited for entertainment, as well as for a documentary record of this undiscovered aspect
of Ceylon. The lack of agency given to the laborer makes Wendt complicit of the same voyeuristic
gestures seen in The Veddahs, in which he capitalizes on exoticism and primitivism to appeal to
the curiosity of viewers (this is particularly clear in the concluding image Harvesting, Figure 25).

I counter this reading by shifting the image to the context of the independence movement and
Wendt’s vocal stance against modern conditions of poverty, and for the rights of laborers. The
juxtaposition of Western dress stepping onto a naked back that is blackened and glistening with
sweat beneath the sun is provocative. The image shows Empire thriving on the back of the
indigenous laborer. The laborer also replaces the bull in carrying the bullock cart, a transformation
that shows man as the laborer and machinery that moves the Empire forward.
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I put my readings of Wendt in conflict with one another to show that the power of Wendt’s images
lies in their multiplicity and their ability to resist a singular meaning. The constant shift between
expressions of exoticism, ethnography and anti-colonial resistance is itself an expression of the
modernity in which they were produced.

The current discourse on Wendt sacrifices this multiplicity to serve the grander narrative that
celebrates his aesthetic and innovations in photography. Wendt’s unexpected death also occurred
less than four years before independence was achieved in 1948. The multiplicity of his images thus
succumbed to the narrative that recounts the wound of his loss and the greatness of his
achievements. In a tribute to Wendt following his death, L.C. van Geyzel reflected on Wendt’s
photographic vision for portraying Ceylon:

The present is an age of revaluation. The values of Western culture, dominant for
centuries, seemed to need revitalizing. Here to hand in Ceylon was a way of life
that was very old, but which retained in spite of poverty, squalor, and apathy, a vital
sense that was lacking in more progressive countries. Man, living in traditional
ways, had not become alienated from his environment. 76

For van Geyzel, Wendt’s photographic practice inhabits the national project of imagining a past
of Ceylon prior to British rule and Western domination. He wrote this tribute in July of 1949, a
little over a year following Ceylon’s independence from British rule. The timing allows van Geyzel
to commemorate the loss of Wendt in an atmosphere of a newly independent nation. In other
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words, the national project has been achieved and Wendt should be remembered for his
contribution to it. In a similar tribute, but written more recently in 2009, the historian Neville
Weeraratne states “[Wendt] is remembered…as the innovative, imaginative and sensitive
photographer who found in his country and his people the ideal subjects for his camera. 77 Wendt’s
death fixed his status as a national icon, which, as we have seen in this section, is a one-dimensional
understanding of his practice that erases the history of the social, political and cultural conditions
in which his images were produced. In this point, I return to Khullar’s concept worldly affiliations
and how the world is made visible in the image. The selection of images in this section sought to
bring Wendt in conversation with their historical specificity in Ceylon and a changing global
modernity. I transition now to how the image functions as a world, signifying a world of images
and responses to modernity through visual culture.

SECTION 3: SURREALIST FORMATIONS AND INTERVENTIONS

In the previous sections, I attempted to complicate the ways in which we understand Wendt’s
photographic practice by bringing elements of his biography into conversation with their historical
specificity in Ceylon. Wendt’s engagement with global modernist discourses in music, literature
and the visual arts inform his practice, as do the conditions of global modernity as experienced in
Ceylon. Though scholarship on Wendt tends to focus on drawing new claims for his photographs
based on the scarce archive of his life and work, such readings distract from the historical
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associations of his photographs and the conditions under which they were produced. The shifting
social, political and cultural conditions in twentieth-century Ceylon had consequences on artistic
production. In looking at these conditions, such as modern formations of identity in response to
colonial frameworks of power, the increasing resistance to colonial rule, and print capitalism and
the proliferation of travel literature, I seek to allow for a reading of a modern consciousness
embodied by Wendt’s images and his engagement with modernism.

As we have seen thus far, Wendt also employs a recognizable aesthetic and visual vocabulary,
which shapes how scholars approach his work. Manel Fonseka, for example, describes his
photographs as follows, in a 2003 exhibition of his photographs at the Fukuoka Museum of Art:

His landscape photography and architectural scenery are evocations of the
country’s natural and cultural landscapes. He celebrates its ancient archaeological
remains. His representations of its traditional music, dance and craft traditions, and
religious rituals, reveal the inwardness and involvement of someone from within
the culture. His intense preoccupation with the male and female face and body
shows the deepest reaches of his photographic range. It displays not only how his
work matched international advances in the photography of the body but also how
he extended these into a distinctively Sri Lanka mode by his selection of, and
special resonance with, local subjects and models. Thus a Lionel Wendt – or
‘Wendt style’ – portrait or nude, is almost always, immediately recognisable. 78
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Fonseka reads Wendt's photographs from nationalist perspective in which Wendt’s artistic
endeavor is an inward reflection, and thus a unique result, of an authentic, national subject. She
relies on an argument that uses Wendt’s belonging to Ceylon to give greater acclaim to his artistic
vision and a reason for his international acclaim. This structure of thinking has become the standard
in scholarship on Wendt, which relies on the idea that Wendt should be understood as an
exceptional outcome for an artist working in Ceylon. Though Wendt’s aesthetic is in many ways
tied to his approach to documenting Ceylonese subjects, I want to make the case for how his
aesthetic was not only a result of an artistic vision and exploration of his Ceylonese identity, but
an engagement with the shifting political and social ideologies of his time.

This approach relies on reading his images in tandem with their historical associations, which
opens his work to multiple readings. We have already discussed readings of anti-colonial
sentiment, but one that does not fully rid the image of fetishization and exoticization on the colonial
subject. We also know that Wendt created multiple reproductions of the same image, with each
reproduction narrating his experimentation with the language of line, light, shadow, montage and
collage. In this section, I bring these two aspects of his practice together to look at what is
acknowledged as Wendt’s “Surrealist” aesthetic. Wendt drew influence and inspiration from
Surrealist photographers such as Man Ray, but his engagement with Surrealism cannot be reduced
to an aesthetic or an imitation of Surrealist photographers. Instead, I argue for a reading of Wendt’s
participation in the Surrealist movement through its function as a discursive formation and
practice. Such a reading requires making a distinction between the notion of the “surreal” (i.e. the
bizarre, uncanny, etc.) as a definitive concept of Surrealist photography, and a historical surrealism
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that speaks to Surrealism as an interdisciplinary movement that defined itself through discourse,
concepts, and social practices. 79

In the book Photography & Surrealism, David Bate discusses the “surreal” in terms of semiotics,
which is a helpful method for understanding Surrealism as a discursive formation rather than as an
aesthetic. The term “surreal” is a “signifying effect…where the messages appear ‘enigmatic’
regardless of what (or in what technological form) it has been produced.” Bate uses the enigma as
a grounding concept to understanding how we can read an image as “surreal” or “Surrealist” and
draws from the definition by psychoanalyst Jean Laplanche:

An enigma, like a riddle, is proposed to the subject by another subject. But the
solution of a riddle in theory is completely in the conscious possession of the one
who poses it, and thus it is entirely resolved by the answer. An enigma, on the
contrary, can only be proposed by someone who does not master the answer,
because his message is a compromise-formation in which his unconscious takes
part. 80

Without Wendt, we cannot read the intent behind his photographs or untangle the enigmas within
them, but, as Laplanche suggests, Wendt’s artistic intent does not account for the full signification
of the image he captures. By reconstructing the context in which the images were produced, we
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can treat Wendt’s practice as a network of signs that arise from and signal to the historical tensions
and conditions of their time.81

I focus on Surrealism for two reasons. First, Surrealism began as a literary movement “to free the
mind from the shackles of absurd logic and the so-called Western reason.”82 As Surrealism evolved
into an aesthetic movement, the roots of Surrealism continued to draw from this need to challenge
entrenched understandings of “reason” and what is considered rational. The Surrealist challenge
to reason was not necessarily anti-rational in the sense that it sought to invoke fantasy over reality.
As Bate points out, the Surrealists disrupted rationalism to “contest and reformulate what could be
included within a ‘rational’ conception of the world.”83

The idea of Surrealism as a challenge to reason and rationalism is crucial to bringing new readings
to Wendt’s photographs, particularly the images that are defined as “surrealist” where Wendt cuts
and pastes photos of objects, figures, ancient ruins and landscapes into a series of collages (See
Figures 26-27). Scholarship categorizes this series of images as “dreamscapes,” or “fantasy,”
suggesting that they evoke a dream-like state. My interest in Wendt’s engagement with Surrealism
relies less on the aesthetic of creating a dream-like image, and more on the ways in which he
departs from and challenges “rational” and established systems of representation. As demonstrated
in the last section, photography served a specific political and social function in the early twentieth
century—as a colonial tool to document, understand and control populations, and as a product of
an industrial-capitalist society that earned profit through portraying far-off colonies like Ceylon
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through the lens of exoticization. Surrealists recognized the political and social function of
photography to cement ideas of a “rational” conception of the world, and part of the movement’s
revolutionary force in photography came from the way in which artists sought to undo that
function, breaking away from conventional methods of photography and the circulation of
photographs through portraiture, postcards, magazines, montage or collage. 84 Wendt’s attention
to representing the Ceylonese landscape, culture and tradition in new ways, and according to new
technologies of photography, demonstrate a similar intent. His engagement with Surrealism thus
extends beyond these dreamscapes to include his larger body of work, such as his landscapes,
portraits and series of nudes.

Second, Surrealism cannot be divorced from its historical association. The movement began as a
response to the atrocities of World War I and evolved to take an explicitly political stance against
imperialism and the spread of fascism in Europe. In a speech delivered in 1934 “What is
Surrealism?,” French poet and leader of the movement André Bréton discusses a shift within
Surrealism after the outbreak of the Moroccan War in 1925, which forced “the necessity of making
a public protest…Surrealist activity, faced with a brutal, revolting, unthinkable fact, was forced to
ask itself what were its proper resources and to determine their limits.” 85 The war marked a shift
in the movement from a literary and poetic enterprise to one that called for the transformation of
society through political engagement. 86 In its early stages, the movement aligned itself with the
aspirations of international communism, and sought to reconcile their revulsion for fascism,
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colonialism, racial discrimination, and bourgeois values with political and revolutionary action. 87
Though they arguably had little effect on political events, they greatly influenced intellectual and
political discourse during the inter-war period through organizing exhibitions, meetings, and
conferences, and publishing polemical texts, manifestoes, and pamphlets. 88 Contemporary social
and political attitudes thus play a key role in the Surrealist canon; it is not simply an aesthetic, but
a discursive practice and an act of protest informed and influenced by its historical moment.

The Surrealist experimentation with aesthetics also emerged from a renewed interest in the
paintings of French Neoclassical painter Jean-Auguste Ingres (1780-1867) in the early 20th
century. Ingres represented the rationalist academicism of French classicism, but he also distorted
tradition through the liberty he took with physical form. Man Ray and other Surrealist artists
looked to Ingres as their predecessor for his ability to turn the cold, scientific observation of
academic painting into a hallucinatory vision that adheres to the sensory effects on the mind rather
than the eye. Writer and artist André Lhote, whose essays published in 1921 and 1922 brought
renewed interest to Ingres’s influence on Surrealism and Dadaism, describes Ingres’s practice as
a process of hallucination—he cuts himself off from rational thought and gives up conscious
control of his mind in the name of creative inspiration. 89 In Wendt’s engagement with Surrealism,
he also takes visual cues from this tradition of Ingres and Ingres’s paintings. This connection is
clear in Figure 28, which quotes Ingres’s La Baigneuse de Valpinçon (Figure 29). Like Back of a
Youth seen earlier, Wendt uses Ingres’s canon of feminine beauty to represent the male Ceylonese
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figure. In translating the iconography of the Neoclassical ideal onto the Ceylonese body, Wendt
extends the canon to the colonial subject.

The scant scholarship on Wendt has yet to bring Wendt’s aesthetic strategies into conversation
with the discourse of Surrealism, which in effect diminishes Wendt’s participation in the Surrealist
movement to a cut and paste of Surrealist aesthetics onto his own practice. This tendency may
result from the difficulty in locating Wendt within Surrealist discourses given the inaccessibility
of archival evidence, such as writings in which Wendt discusses his work and practice in relation
to Surrealism as a discourse. 90 In the Leica News & Technique article cited in Section 1, for
example, Wendt focuses exclusively on the technical aspects of Man Ray’s practice to discuss his
experimentation with solarization, but does not digress into Surrealist aesthetics or the underlying
implications of Man Ray’s solarization images. However, Wendt’s subscription to Surrealist
photography journals make a strong case for suggesting Wendt engaged with both the discourse
on Surrealism and its aesthetic interventions. The publication Minotaur from his collection of
journals, for example, was an important discursive site for the movement, and included essays by
artists, theorists, philosophers and psychoanalysts. Wendt’s alignment with leftist politics and anticolonial sentiments also put him in line with the movement’s political agenda. By ignoring how
deeply Wendt engaged with Surrealism as a discursive practice, we risk oversimplifying
Surrealism to an artistic movement, and ignoring the movement’s interdisciplinary engagement
with literature, politics, and current events. I wish to unpack aesthetics and discourse together as a
90
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means of shifting from the readings that focus on Wendt’s biography or his nationalistic intentions
towards readings that focus on the historical specificity of his images in Ceylon and their
implications.

This section examines a selection of photographs to identify Wendt’s aesthetic strategies and
formal interventions in treating signs and subjects, with a goal of reconstituting the discourse
around them and understanding how Wendt partakes in the discursive practice of the Surrealist
movement. It is not meant to be an overview of the Surrealist movement and its theoretical
underpinnings. To do so would involve a larger discussion of the ideological foundation of
Surrealism in the writings of Freud, Bréton and the wealth of literature published by Surrealists
artists and writers.91 There is also an established canon of scholarship on Surrealism, and my intent
is not merely to incorporate Lionel Wendt into the global Surrealist movement. Instead, I seek to
account for the historical associations in his photographs to show how Wendt is challenging the
rationale of representations of Ceylon through the language of Surrealism.

In Day-Dream (see Figure 6, referenced in Section 1), Wendt cuts and pastes two images
together—a female nude and a seascape. A naked woman reclines on the surface of a rocky
seascape, her body simultaneously floating on top of the water and reflecting the water’s surface.
The scale of her body stretching across the shore recalls the image of the reclining Buddha, a
common statue and site of pilgrimage among the ancient Buddhist ruins in the island (Figure 30).
The reference, specific to the location in Ceylon, adds an element of divinity to her apparition,
particularly her nudity, which gets displaced from the space of the studio onto the water’s surface.
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Water pours into the crevices of her thighs and sex, and ripples of waves soften the pout of her
lips. The curves of her breasts and abdomen disappear beneath the ripples of water, but the line
that traces her recline hardens into a mock shoreline. She is both the edge of the seascape and part
of the seascape. For Ceylon, the sea holds import as the defining element that gives the island its
border, its climate and its identity. The juxtaposition between body and the water creates a new
type of Ceylonese seascape, where the female body and sea become one and the same. But as the
title suggests, she is merely a dream to the lone figure sitting on the rock’s edge. She is a “psychical
reality,” to borrow a term from Freud, transposed onto his physical reality, or an unconscious wish
exerting itself onto a real location in Ceylon. 92

The enigma of Day-Dream, returning to Laplanche’s understanding of the enigma, lies in the
alternative reality that Wendt creates through the language of montage. However, I would caution
from exclusively understanding the enigma in Wendt’s work as the presence or presentation of an
alternative reality. I also want to consider the enigma of images shot through more conventional
methods, such as in the space of the studio or the village, like Punting and Back of a Youth (Figures
9 and 10). Earlier I argued that Wendt’s attention to the movement of the male nude and the
aesthetic of labor, and his displacement of the Neoclassical tradition challenges “rational” and
colonial representations of Ceylonese men. The enigma of these images lie in their signaling to
alternative and starkly different conventions of representation for the Ceylonese subject.
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I turn to a selection of Wendt’s landscapes to understand the extent to which Wendt’s
experimentation with photographing the Ceylonese landscape adheres to and departs from
established representations of landscape. As demonstrated in the earlier quote from Manel Fonseka
that describes Wendt’s photographs through a nationalist lens, much of the celebration of Wendt’s
practice is rooted in the ways in which he imbues Ceylonese subjects—the body, landscape,
ancient ruins, etc.—with a pathos that celebrates the nationalist, anti-colonial view of Ceylon
before Western domination. Many of Wendt’s photographs do this by capturing the awe and
wonder of a tropical landscape—distant horizon lines of ocean and sky, or lush tree groves for
example (Figures 31-32). However, I refrain from encapsulating Wendt’s photographs under a
singular understanding of a national celebration of Ceylon. To demonstrate why, I look to two
untitled landscapes by Wendt published in Lionel Wendt: A Centennial Tribute (Figures 33 and
34).

In Figure 33, Wendt captures a fragment of the incoming ocean tide in full force, breaking its wave
on the shore. Because of the photograph’s reddish hue, the surface flattens into a monochrome
arrangement of sea, land and sky. The red tint of the sky matches the red of the water, which
matches the red of the sand. As a result, the elements flatten the surface and simultaneously
transform into a surface. The white sea foam of the tide becomes the focal point, an abstracted
form that weaves through the central axis of the image. This is the Ceylonese landscape that Wendt
is known for capturing in its glory, yet it is unrecognizable. He removes the organized grid of
coastlines and horizons so commonly featured in representations of the island. A grid would
emphasize the geographic precision of the photograph by identifying and fixing the colonized
territory within a recognizable visual language. Alastair Wright makes this distinction in his
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discussion of Henri Matisse (1869-1954), and how his series of Moroccan paintings departs from
colonial representations of North Africa in which artists aim to “[fix] and securely [differentiate]
the other.”93 Though Matisse and Wendt represent two distinct practices, similar questions can be
posed to Wendt’s body of work and his aesthetic investigations. Wright argues that Matisse
dismantled established systems of representation through his abstraction and aestheticism of North
Africa, a method that subverts the need to present Eastern subjects and geographies as palatable
for a Western audience and for the “visual delectation of the French spectator.” 94 In Figure 33,
Wendt’s fragmentation and abstraction of the coastline through color and composition does not
adhere to the tradition of picturesque landscapes that focus so heavily on horizons and coastlines.
Void of habitation and void of a livable landscape, this small piece of shore could be anywhere,
and not necessarily the tropics. Wendt obstructs our ability to locate the image, and thus our ability
to subject the image to the same voyeurism associated with traditional representations of Ceylon.

The second photograph (Figure 34) grants greater allowances with locating the landscape in the
tropics. A tall palm tree towers over a hut at the edge of a seashore and a horizon line separates
sky from sand. In contrast to the red filter of the former landscape, here, the contrast of black and
white heightens the distinction of forms through a play of light and shadow. But in order to read
these forms and compositions, you must break through a granulated surface of pixels that distort
and abstract them. Though we see the signs of the tropics, the granulation obstructs their legibility.
This play between semiotics and legibility is another method of hindering our ability to recognize
the Ceylonese landscape. The granulation is not a result of low lighting, as a duplicate image from
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a private collection (Figure 35) is entirely free of grain. The photo could still have been taken under
low lighting conditions, but Wendt was particularly admired for his ability to capture scenes in
low lighting at a time when camera technology made such effects difficult. In the Leica News and
Technique issue that published reproductions of the photographs included in his 1938 exhibition
at the Camera Club in London, the editors remarked that Wendt’s images “were found to be
remarkably free from grain, even though some of them had a linear magnification of about 30x.” 95
The image thus stands out from Wendt’s series of landscapes and unsettles claims on Wendt’s
ability to build a distinctively Ceylonese mode of seeing. Instead, this landscape, like the previous
one, sheds all context and association to Ceylon.

Wendt’s strategy of using distortion and abstraction to shed context and bring new meaning to
once recognizable forms should be recognized as a deliberate gesture. As we know, one developed
image by Wendt could be one of many reproductions of the same image, each one working towards
a different visual effect. The distortion, granulation and abstraction were thus methods that Wendt
worked to achieve rather than counter. Through such methods, Wendt imbues the genre of
landscape photography of a colonial territory with a new political power. Walter Benjamin refers
to this process of displacing objects of everyday reality from their associations and translating
them into the surreal, irrational and the uncanny as “profane illumination.” The process is a
“materialistic, anthropological inspiration” that explodes the “atmosphere” concealed in such
objects. This explosion converts the everyday experience into “a revolutionary experience, if not
action.”96 Benjamin coined the term to refer to the political and revolutionary potential at the heart
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of the Surrealist movement, in part drawing from the revolutionary message in the Surrealist
Manifesto of 1924:

In art as in life, the surrealist cause is the cause itself of freedom. Today more than
ever, to draw one’s inspiration abstractly from freedom, or to celebrate it in
conventional terms, is to do it a disservice. In order to enlighten the world, freedom
must make itself flesh and blood and toward that end, must be reflected and
recreated in language, in the word. 97

Wendt, as a photographer, engages in the Surrealist project by departing from the conventional
visual language used to represent Ceylon. The landscape that scholarship celebrates for its
representation of tradition and a national ideal is instead subjected to distortion, abstraction and
fragmentation. Using his camera—a tool conventionally used for realist representation and
documentation—Wendt frees the Ceylonese landscape from both its voyeuristic consumption and
idealization. This process of profane illumination allows Wendt to shed traditional subjects like
landscape from their context and opens them up for new meanings, interpretations and audiences.

The use of distortion and abstraction to challenge conventional methods of representation is a
common feature of Surrealist photography. Man Ray, for example, experimented with distortion
and abstraction of the body to counter ideal representations of the human figure. In Anatomies, for
example, Man Ray photographs the neck of a woman from a sharp vantage point (Figure 36). She
stretches her head backwards to form a harsh angle that makes the neck appear vulnerable and
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swollen. The fragment occupies the whole image and the neck replaces the space of the head with
a flattened, abstract and phallic form. Man Ray’s interest in methods of distortion, like many
Surrealist artists in Europe, was part of a strategic response to the fracture cause by World War I
and the visible legacy of the war. The French state’s regeneration project to rebuild the nation
coexisted with visible reminders of the war’s destruction seen through the mutilated, dismembered
and scarred bodies of returned soldiers. Bréton makes subverting this regeneration project part of
the Surrealist goal, saying “we particularly hated every concept that by convention had been
granted a sacred value, first and foremost those of ‘family,’ ‘country,’ and ‘religion.’”98 To subvert
these national concepts and values, the Surrealists, including Man Ray, used images of
dismemberment, disease, and sexuality to critique an oppressive bourgeois system.

It is likely that Wendt experienced a similar confrontation with the visible trauma of returning
World War I soldiers during his time in London in the early 1920s. However, the Ceylon he
returned to in the 1920s and 1930s was kept distant from these reminders of war, as well as the
more pressing issue of fascism in Europe. Still, like Man Ray and Bréton, Wendt is also engaging
in Surrealist strategies at a historical moment of nation-building, and specifically, the imagining
of an independent nation. I reiterate here how the early twentieth century marked a new sociology
of the Ceylonese people under British rule that became a site of resistance in the push for
independence. As the British centralized their power, they used administrative mechanisms to
divide the local population into fixed and rigid identity formations. Identities crystallized around
these new identity markers amongst the local population, specifically around race, as a means of
gaining greater access to the colonial state. This history of identity formations provides an
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interesting perspective for looking at Wendt’s experimentation with the fragmentation of the body
(see Figures 37-38). If Wendt is looking to the French Surrealist experimentation with
fragmentation as a site of resistance, it is important to understand how the language of
fragmentation functions within Ceylon as its own site of resistance. Specifically, I examine how
his fragmentation of the male and female body responds to circulating ideas of Ceylonese identity,
particularly in the context of imperial social formations and power structures imposed by the
British.

I begin with Untitled (Figure 39). Wendt crops the image so that the figure’s hips thrust into the
foreground. If in previous images Wendt embedded meanings of power into the musculature of
the body, this image relocates power to the fragmented body. The genitalia replace the muscles as
the draw into the image, wrapped tightly in a cloth the model pulls around his waist and between
his legs. The grip of his hands tautly pulls the cloth up but also twists it. He wrings the cloth in
between his hands, adding a centripetal force to his upper body. The legs follow this movement,
clenching together and rolling the inner thighs forward. The shadows that fall into the curvature
and crevices of the thighs give them a thick and heavy robustness, which adds both to their
sensuality and strength.

The model counters the movement of the musculature and the tension of the grip with the stillness
of his posture against the wall. His upper body falls into the wall behind him as if leaning into it
for relief. The feeling of relief and the brink of tension coexist and imbue the image with a subtle
yet literal allusion to masturbation. There is an unmistakable sexual energy and aggression in the
image that gives new meaning to the forceful grip of the cloth. The vertical stretch of the cloth
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signifies the phallus, which makes the hands that forcefully cinch and squeeze it, as if wresting out
its virility, troubling.

The allusion to masturbation fuels our desire to attribute Wendt’s struggles with homosexuality as
a layer of meaning to the image. Instead, I want to return to the idea of power that Wendt employed
in Punting and Back of a Youth. Wendt pairs visual indicators of strength with femininity. Light
catches the brightness of the cloth to illuminate the figure’s soft, smooth skin. Note that the skin,
particularly the pelvic area, is almost hairless, which participates in a larger visual tradition of
equating an absence of pubic hair with ideas of femininity and purity. Wendt’s emphasis on the
effeminate nature of the figure is emasculating. The cloth wraps so tightly around the genitalia in
a way that clearly articulates its testicular curvature, yet the phallus gets obscured. In its place, a
small hole opens in the center of the cloth and the soft and supple shapes hidden beneath the cloth
leave the sex ambiguous. The ambiguity and penetrability of the hole alludes to the female genitalia
and counters the sexual tension that surfaces through the suggestion of masturbation. As a result,
the pull of the cloth becomes a simultaneous symbol of masturbation and the castration of the
figure’s strength and virility.

The ambiguity in sex signals to contemporary discourse on femininity and masculinity in early
twentieth century Ceylon. As colonial rule led to new, rigid conceptions of race and nationality, it
also crystallized and enforced gender binaries. Nira Wickramasinghe discusses how the British
saw the perceived femininity of Sinhala men as a threat to colonial rule in her discussion of colonial
constructions of identity in Ceylon. She argues that the British thought Sinhala men to be feminine
in character, traces of which can be found in a popular novel La Féerie Cinghalaise by Francois
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de Croisset. Though the novel involves few encounters with natives, its descriptions of various
characters reflect colonial attitudes towards the appearance of Sinhala men: “A young Sinhalese
man, with girlish hair, naked under a sarong that sweat placates to his back;" a waiter “in white
dress, his oiled hair kept up by a forked comb, a boy sculptured in a brown nut, whose eyelashes
seem false…[F]eline servants who have long shiny hair put up by a comb made of shell.”99 The
effeminate and sexualized descriptions of men contrast significantly with the characters’
disappointment with the beauty of Ceylonese women. A colonel in the novel states that “The only
visible distinction between the sexes consists in the women wearing rather shorter jackets than the
men, enjoying generally rather coarser features.” 100 In another passage, the same character remarks
on his admiration of much in the country “except the women. At twenty they are finished.” 101

Wickramasinghe’s examination of gender stereotypes is an important contribution to what remains
unexplored territory in scholarship on early twentieth century Ceylon. Her work factors into a
larger study of gender stereotypes in British India, such as Mrinalina Sinha’s study of the origins
of the “effeminate Bengali” and the “manly Englishman” stereotypes in the late nineteenth
century.102 Sinha’s study points to how such stereotypes were “produced by, and helped to shape,
the shifts in the political economy of colonialism” and her argument bears similar traits to how
Wickramasinghe ties understandings of gender to strategies of colonial rule. 103 She draws from an
impressive archive of political speeches and press reports from Britain and India to show how
these stereotypes were shaped by both British and Indian understandings of gender and sexuality.
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Each chapter focuses on key acts of British legislation that arguably contributed to these
stereotypes, such as a policy that allowed a local elite limited access to the colonial state, or that
regulated the sexual treatment of young Indian girls. Such policies made a local population
complicit in the implementation of British rule and helped reinforce an Indian patriarchy by
instigating a competition between colonizer and colonized over the regulation of female bodies.
Given the ways in which British policies in the mainland greatly influenced British rule of Ceylon,
Sinha’s historical study of gender stereotypes in British India points to an important opportunity
for expanding Wickramasinghe’s more cultural and literary approach to gender stereotypes in
British Ceylon.

According to Wickramasinghe, what was perceived as cross-gendered behavior in the appearances
of local men and women threatened the British system of ruling the local population through
strictly regulated categories. The British disproval of the effeminate character of men seeped into
methods of colonial rule in 1906, for example, when the British banned Sinhala men in service
from wearing their hair in a konde, a bun that served as a marker of caste. For the British to ban
the bun and consequently force men in service to cut their hair heightens the disparity of power
between the colonized and colonizer. Wickramasinghe uses the 1906 ruling to demonstrate the
silent violence of colonial rule, and links the ruling to a tradition of imperial powers cutting the
hair of the enemy to force them into submission. 104

Consider Wickramasinghe’s argument in relation to the fragmented figure in Figure 39. Wendt
pairs visual cues of strength against those of emasculation, and returns to the battle between the
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powerful and the powerless, the colonizer and colonized. The image uses the Ceylonese body seen
in Punting and The Bather and instills it with a similar bottled-up kinetic energy that never realizes
its full potential. Here, the movement locates itself within the wringing of the cloth, the clenching
of the thighs and the pressure against the wall. Wendt empowers each gesture with a strength that
confronts the viewer directly. The juxtaposition of these gestures with gestures of emasculation
signals to the gestures of control forced onto the colonial body. The image conjures up the
discourse on how the Ceylonese body is subjected to tools of control that try to render it tame and
docile. It is against these gestures that the body receives its momentum, movement, thrust and
aggression.

This tension between the hyper-sexuality of men and the masculinity of women that inform our
readings of such images is often undercut by theories that portray Wendt’s homosexuality as a
point of distinction between his male and female nudes. Presumably based on the notion that
Wendt was unable to understand female sexuality, these theories suggest that Wendt was unable
to photograph the female body with equal vision as in his series of male nudes. Robert Aldrich,
for example, writes “his nude women seem less poetic and less engagingly observed, with the
women’s bodies more anatomical than erotic.” 105 Ideas such as this permeate popular discourse,
but are based on the notion that Wendt’s practice drew from a desire to chart his identity or
homosexuality onto his images. As we already saw in the image Fragrance (see Figure 18 in
Section 2), Wendt’s ability to tap into female sensuality through subtle but potent visual cues is
clear. Consider, for example, an image in which he fragments the female body, Figure 40. Wendt
tightly crops the image around a singular breast that takes up half the image, its orb-like shape
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jutting over rolls of abdominal flesh. The cropping returns us to the Benjamin notion of “profane
illumination.” Here, the sensuality of the female nude that we discussed in Fragrance transforms
from visual cue (in Fragrance, for example, the touch of her nose to the pistil of the flower) into
an explicit and tactile being. The frame of the shot also separates the singular breast from its pair,
and the abdomen from its body. This method of fragmentation objectifies her body, with each
curve and contour a sculpturesque outline, as if tracing the curves and contours of a vase. The
pairing between female body and vase also references a larger visual tradition in which the vase
alludes to the function of the female body as both a vessel and sexualized object.

Head of Kiri Banda (Figure 41) is an interesting departure from this tradition. The photograph
captures a fragmented portrait of a young girl. Her eyes are half-closed, perhaps by accident, but
the effect puts her into a trance-like expression. The whites of her eyes peek from beneath her
eyelids as if she is in a different spatial and temporal location from our own, as viewers looking at
the image. Her appearance is notably masculine relative to the female nudes discussed thus far,
but her features of masculinity conflict with one another—a defined jaw line frames a voluminous
pout in her lips; her short hair is masculine in that it departs from the long, unraveling hair seen in
Fragrance, but is also anti-masculine if we consider the colonial descriptions from this period that
talk at length of Sinhala men with long hair. The image embodies a colonial consciousness in that
it presents colonial modes of viewing Ceylonese subjects—as crossing genders, as women lacking
the beauty of men, and as an object of exoticization.

The colonial consciousness I signal to in Head of Kiri Banda bears similarities to the ways in
which we view the female nude in Fragrance. In both images, Wendt takes on the male colonial
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gaze, whether through affirming a colonial stereotype or a colonial fantasy. His formal methods
depart from colonial representations of the Ceylonese subject, and simultaneously give credence
to colonial perceptions of Ceylonese gender and sexuality. Consider the contradiction, then, in
Figures 39 and 40. Wendt’s fragmentation of the female abdomen obstructs and erases the
passivity of the model and our ability to consume her body, and instead confronts us with an
explicit and aggressive sexuality. Similarly, in Figure 39, Wendt counters the stereotype of the
effeminate nature of the Ceylonese male by imbuing the image with a violent, sexual aggression.
The readings of colonial complicity and colonial resistance form separate regimes of
representation within Wendt’s practice that inform one another, and more importantly, coexist with
one another. Therein lies the enigma of these images. Though these regimes appear in conflict with
one another, their coexistence is an expression of the modernity in which they were produced.

CONCLUSION

The gaps in the public archive on Lionel Wendt build an aura of mystery around his career. Though
he was a talented and prolific writer, we have few examples of writings by him in the public realm.
Though he produced photographs in the thousands, the only public records of his images are
reproductions found in out-of-print publications. Though we have detailed accounts of his life and
work, his biography can only go so far in bringing new readings to his photographs. There is no
public collection of his work in Sri Lanka, and the international interest in his career has
transplanted his images into the collections of international institutions or the safeguard of private
homes. These gaps in the archive allow for a certain freedom in assigning meaning to his images.
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Some scholars choose to define his career according to its role within Ceylon’s national movement
towards independence. Others focus on his sexuality and the eroticism of his series of nudes. My
selection of images cannot speak to Wendt’s practice comprehensively and does not seek to
reconcile the mystery and the narrative. Instead, in looking to the narrative in which Wendt’s
images circulate, as well as the social, political and cultural conditions in which they were
produced, I seek to understand Wendt’s role in the past and present.

About thirty years after Ceylon achieved independence, Pablo Neruda’s memoirs were published
in Great Britain. Neruda, a friend to Wendt, reflected on the time he spent in Ceylon, and on Wendt,
he wrote,

I found out that the pianist, photographer, critic, and cinematographer Lionel Wendt
was the central figure of a cultural life torn between the death rattles of the Empire
and a human appraisal of the untapped values of Ceylon. 106

Neruda reflects on Wendt from the outside, a global perspective looking to the post-colonial nation
of Ceylon, or, by that point, Sri Lanka. He touches on Wendt’s legacy as an icon of the nationalist
movement in Ceylon that resisted imperial rule. I use this aspect of Wendt as a point of departure,
rather than a singular lens with which to view his work. For example, his entanglement within the
narrative of nationhood points to how his series of nudes relate to the discourse and policies
regulating gender and sexuality under imperial and post-colonial rule. His aestheticization of the
laborer and working class, whether in the studio, the village, or landscape, signals to the rise of the
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labor movement in Ceylon in the early twentieth century and how the subject of labor became a
site of resistance. His entanglement within the nationalist narrative of independence elicits
questions of how he himself related to and was affected by imperial formations of early twentieth
century Ceylon.

If we use the discourse surrounding Wendt to complement his formal interventions in photography,
we can imbue his images with meaning beyond artistic intent. I choose to read his images through
the lens of ideologies such as Surrealism, identity, Empire and the nation. While I argue that these
images document the nationalist narratives seeking to define Ceylonese identity while
simultaneously resisting the very definition of a Ceylonese identity, I acknowledge that this
reading is one of many. Wendt’s photographs exist in the multiple and that is the source of their
radicalism and resistance. Much like his numerous manipulations of a single negative to produce
multiple images, Wendt’s photographs resist a singular meaning. That is how nation and Empire
can coexist in tension at a specific historical juncture and that is how Wendt situates himself
between them.
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 13
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Figure 14
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Figure 15
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Figure 17
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Figure 18
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